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ERS Design is a full-service interior design firm that

provides highly personalized design assistance for

residential projects throughout New York and New

England. Established by Elizabeth Swartz, ASID, in 1985,

the firm possesses the wealth of expertise one would

expect from decades of professional experience. ERS is

involved in all aspects of the process, from the initial

concept to the completion of both new construction or

renovation projects, including decorating and furnishings.

The client’s aesthetic and functional needs and desires are

interpreted to create relaxed yet elegant environments

that express a client’s personal style. From the living room

to the kitchen and bath, from the family room to the pool

house, ERS addresses the requirements of furnishings,

including the lighting, window treatments and the

acquisition of art, antiques and accessories. “Before

beginning any project, we carefully assess the needs of

our clients in order to respond with appropriate

individualized design solutions,” says Swartz. ERS has

strong relationships with craftsmen and artisans who

create those one-of-a-kind details needed to complement

client tastes. The work of ERS Design has been featured in

numerous publications both regionally and nationally, and

has received multiple design awards. 

This bright open kitchen, designed with beaded-inset cabinetry and beadboard trim, is part of a larger family room. COUNTRY COOKING



FILLED WITH NATURAL LIGHT, THIS POOL HOUSE, FINISHED WITH NATURAL MATERIALS,
CAN ALSO BE ENJOYED FOR EITHER CASUAL OR ELEGANT ENTERTAINING.
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HIGH STYLE An elegant yet comfortable living room incorporates custom built-ins and a fireplace mantel, and richly upholstered seating. 



THIS LIVING ROOM MIXES ANTIQUE FURNISHINGS AND RICH FORMAL FABRICS.
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A large stone fireplace and warm, comfortable furnishings help to create an inviting great room. MOUNTAINSIDE RETREAT


